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Remedying Past Abuses of
Governmental Power-

Legal Accountability for the 1968 Events
in Poland
By SUSANNE STARECKI*

1. Introduction
"'The issue is still up-to-date. In a different way, in a different

context, but still up-to-date,"' explained Professor Stefan Morwaski, a
Polish Jew who fled Poland in the aftermath of the events of March

1968.' "'The March shock, as far as I know, remains an open wound
for the great majority of those who emigrated. I do not know what
one can do with such wounds,' said Leon Rosenbaum, a New York-

based editor of the March event 6migr6 bulletin Reunion '68."' In
March 1968, the remaining Jews of Poland escaped from a country
whose anti-Semitism had been growing for decades.'
Student
demonstrations triggered an anti-Semitic campaign-camouflaged as
anti-Zionist-designed to drive Jews out of Poland.4

Polish Jews

* J.D., University of California, Hastings College of the Law, 2003. My parents fled
Poland in 1968. To this day, their friends, and I would say their family, are those who
were forced to leave Poland in 1968. They will never consider the events of 1968 to
be "past" events, since this experience is part of who they are. It is displayed in their
everyday actions, such as when my dad shows me the latest Reunion '68 bulletin, and
adds how I should write something for the bulletin. Thus, this paper is a tribute to
my mom and dad, and the others who fled Poland in 1968-for their courage,
bravery, and resolve to endure.
1. Tomasz Oljasz & Kuba Spiewak, News, Beware the Tides of March, WARSAW
VOICE-NEWS, Mar. 15, 1998, available at <www.warsawvoice.pl/v490/News03.html>
(visited Jan. 19, 2002).
2. Id.
3. Id.
4. Id.
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faced slogans such as "Zydzi do Palestyny"5 (Jews to Palestine) and
remarks such as "Purge the party of Zionist, 6 as they lost their jobs
and businesses, and universities expelled them.7
No one has addressed the issue of justice and reparations for
these Polish Jews. This point is especially interesting in light of the
attention that has been given to reparations for Holocaust survivors.
No one questions the right of Holocaust survivors to be
"compensated," if such compensation is possible. Organizations have
been established. Holocaust-era cases continue to help survivors. On
the one hand, one may explain this pattern by the fact that the terror
Polish Jews faced in 1968 cannot compare to the atrocities that
However, the Polish government
Holocaust survivors faced.
systematically subjected Polish Jews to degrading treatment, denied
them their right to freedom of religion, denied them their right to the
enjoyment of property and engaged in numerous acts of
discrimination.
Although the Polish government can never truly compensate
Polish Jews for "such wounds," Polish Jews deserve reparations. This
note examines the means Polish Jews may explore to remedy Polish
governmental abuses. Due to the absence of applicable domestic
laws and reparations by Poland, Polish Jews will probably be unable
to access domestic legal mechanisms to seek compensation.
Accordingly, to hold Poland accountable, Polish Jews need to utilize
international tribunals. While the International Court of Justice
(ICJ) does not have jurisdiction to hear their claims, the European
Court of Human Rights (ECHR or the Court) will most likely be able
to hear the claims of Polish Jews. Moreover, claims based on Article
3 (prohibition of degrading treatment), Article 9 (freedom of
religion), Article 14 (prohibition of discrimination), and Protocol 1,
Article 1 (protection of property) have a high likelihood of success.
Therefore, even though Polish laws will prevent Polish Jews from
holding the government accountable, Polish Jews can attempt to hold
the government responsible through extra-national measures.
This paper addresses the above issues in the following manner.
5. INSTITUTE OF JEWISH AFFAIRS IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE WORLD JEWISH
THE ANTI-JEWISH CAMPAIGN IN PRESENT-DAY POLAND 25 (2nd ed.

CONGRESS,

1968).
6. INSTITUTE OF JEWISH AFFAIRS IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE WORLD JEWISH
CONGRESS, THE STUDENT UNREST IN POLAND AND THE ANTI-JEWISH AND ANTIZIONIST CAMPAIGN 11 (1968).

7. Oljasz & Spiewak, supranote 1.
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Section 2 details anti-Semitism in Poland during the time of the
exodus from Poland. Section 3 examines whether Polish Jews can use
domestic means to hold the government accountable. Section 4
examines whether Polish Jews can hold Poland responsible for past
actions through international tribunals such as the ECHR or the ICJ.
Finally, section 5 provides an analysis of the types of restitution Polish
Jews may receive.
2. Anti-Semitism in Poland
Journalists and writers continue to ask, "how could it happen?"8
This question implies that anti-Semitism is an anomaly in Polish
history. However, anti-Semitism is a racist phenomenon that has
plagued Poland for hundreds of years.9 For example, during the late
nineteenth century, a National Democracy movement developed in
Poland, which "promoted the identification of Polishness with
Catholicism, using anti-Germanism to construe the 'external' enemy
and anti-Semitism to define the 'internal' enemy."'"
2.1 Jews in PolandPost-World War II
"On the eve of the Second World War, Poland's Jewish
community numbered 3.5 million, which represented 20 percent of
world Jewry."" The Nazis murdered approximately three million
Polish Jews during the Holocaust. 2 During this time, most Poles were
indifferent to the fate of Jews. 3 "Although some Poles did help Jews,
most remained passive in the face of Nazi terror.""4 Moreover,
Poland was the only country in Europe that imposed the death
penalty for assisting a person of Jewish origin. 5
Despite the persistence of anti-Semitism after the war, Polish
8. Wlodzimierz Rozenbaum, The Anti-Zionist Campaign and Student
Demonstrations in Poland, 1967-1968, 1 (May 1972) (unpublished Master of Arts In
History Thesis, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University) (on file with
Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace at Stanford University).

9. March '68 Information Center, Antisemitism [sic] in Poland, at
<www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/Senate/3906/> (visited Jan. 19, 2002).
10. Id.
11. Id.
12. Magnus Hermansson, From Tolerance to Intolerance, GLAMOUR, Mar. 2001,

available
(visited
13.
14.
15.

at

<http://manila.djh.dk/glamour/discuss/msgReader$86?mode=day>

Jan. 20, 2002).
March '68 Information Center, supra note 9.
Id.
Id.
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Jews returned to Poland to start a new life. 6 Upon return, Poles

subjected them to violent attacks and threats.'7 In 1945, Poles
murdered 352 Jews.18 In addition to attacks by underground fascist
bands and civilians, soldiers of the Polish Army and members of the
Citizens' Militia attacked Jews. 9 The assault on Jews is exemplified
by the Kielce pogrom, which occurred on July 4, 1946.20 The Poles
started a false rumor that a Jewish population had ritually murdered a
Christian child to drink its blood. 21 This rumor resulted in civilians,
soldiers, and militiamen lynching forty-two Jews and wounding about
seventy to eighty others.2 The authorities knew about the plan, but
"the secret police, the militia, and the local Party committee refused
to prevent the killings., 23 A New York Times reporter described the
atmosphere following the event: "News of the pogrom at Kielce may
have shocked the outside world. Inside
24 Poland, as far as can be seen,
surprise.
of
ripple
a
hardly
there was
After this pogrom, anti-Semitism continued in Poland. In 1960,
General Wojciech Jaruzelski's political office within the Ministry of
Defense started to compile a list of the "racially unclean" officers,
mainly of Jewish origin.25 Then, in 1964, "the 'witch-hunt' for Jews in
the PWN scientific publishing house began., 26 Later that year, the
Ministry of Internal Affairs amassed a list of Jews and converts.7
Finally, in 1967, Polish leaders began to frame anti-Semitism as
Piotr Matywiecki, a writer, explained that the
anti-Zionism.
authorities' message to society was: "'When we say "Zionism" we are
winking at you, so you know that we really mean Jews. ' ' 28 After the
outbreak of the Six Day War on June 5, 1967, "the Polish government
issued a declaration giving 'full support to the just struggle of the
United Arab Republic and other Arab states against aggression, in

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Id.
Rozenbaum, supra note 8, at 2.
Id.
Id. at 3.
Id.
March '68 Information Center, supra note 9.
Hermansson, supra note 12.
Id.
Id. at 3-4.
Oljasz & Spiewak, supra note 1.
Id.
Id.
Id.
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defense of the integrity of their territory and their sovereign rights."'29
The government then continued, announcing that "the government of
the Polish People's Republic will do everything possible within its
means to participate with other friendly nations and with all forces of
peace and independence in ending the Israeli aggression."30
This string of anti-Semitism culminated when Wladyslaw
Gomulka, the leader of the Polish Workers Party, began accusing
Polish Jews of supporting the Israeli aggressors.31 At the opening of
the Sixth Trade Union Congress on June 19, 1967, Gomulka
announced:
Since the Israeli aggression on the Arab countries was met with
applause in Zionist circles of Jews-Polish citizens, I wish to
announce the following: we have made no difficulties for Polish
citizens of Jewish descent when they wished to move to Israel. We
maintain that every Polish citizen should have only one fatherland:
People's Poland. This view is supported by the overwhelming
majority of Polish citizens of Jewish descent, who faithfully serve our
country. The state authoritiestreat all citizens the same irrespective of
their nationality. Every citizen of our country has the same rights,
but also the same responsibilities toward People's Poland. But we
cannot remain indifferent toward people, who in the face of a
threat to world peace, and thus also to the security of Poland and
the peaceful work of our nation, come out in favor of the aggressor,
the wreckers of peace, and imperialism. Let those who feel these
words are addressed to them, irrespective of their nationality, draw
the proper conclusions. We do not want a Fifth Column to be
created in our country.32
The Polish government continued to mobilize the masses against
Jews.33 The Communist regime organized people, who had previously
sought to "deal" with the Jews, into the Secret Service of the Ministry
of Interior (MSW).3" The Service was to focus on the new leading

29. Wlodzimierz Rozenbaum, The Anti-Zionist Campaign in Poland, JuneDecember 1967, INTERMARIUM, at <www.columbia.edu/cu/sipa/REGIONAL/ECE/
rozenbaum.html> (visited Jan. 20, 2002).

30. Id.
31. Dariusz Stola, Kampania antysojonistyczna w Polsce 1967-1968 [The AntiZionist Campaign in Poland, 1967-1968] (2000), English excerpt available at
<www.columbia.edu/cu/sipa/REGIONAL/ECE/stola.pdf> (visited Jan. 19, 2002).
32. Rozenbaum, supra note 29 (emphasis in original).
33. Stola, supra note 31.

34. Id.
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enemy as "Zionist."35 This secret team was to begin purging the
Army of Jewish officers.36
2.2 The March 1968 Events

Adam Mickiewicz's play "Dziady" (Forefathers), featured in
Warsaw's National Theater, conveniently triggered the March Events
for the Polish government:" The play, which highly renowned theatre
director Kazimierz Dejmek directed, opened on November 25, 1967.38
On January 3, 1968, the Polish government decided to suspend
"Dziady" as of February 1, allegedly due to allusions to Russian
domination over Poland. 9 This suspension caused a group of Warsaw
students to protest the ban.4" The Polish government arrested about
thirty-five students.' The next day the government tried eight of
them for "hooliganism" and compelled them to pay a heavy fine.42
Some students sent a petition to the Polish government to protest the
ban.43 The incident led to the secret police's arrest of a group of
students, many of whom were Jewish, who were the alleged
instigators of the petition.'
The secret police, with the approval of authorities, quickly
exploited the involvement of these Jewish students to increase the
anti-Semitic ferment among academic youth.45 Anti-Semitic leaflets
appeared at the University of Warsaw, including one that claimed,
"Jewish students tried to stir up discontent among students in the
interest of Zionism and Radio Free Europe," and "Jews had no right
to teach Poles patriotism." 6 Another one referred to Gomulka's
speech about the Zionist Fifth Column in Poland and "advised Poles
to 'grab the Jews by their payees and throw them over the sea' (thus
pointing out that Israel should be their place of destination)."47

35. Id.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Id.
Oljasz & Spiewak, supranote 1.
Id.
Id.
Rozenbaum, supra note 8, at 72.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id. at 73.

45. Id.
46. Id.
47. Id.
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Nonetheless, the students continued to protest the ban on
"Dziady."'
On March 3, a group of about twenty students met to
discuss how they would protest the ban and the possible expulsion of
two prominent student dissidents-Adam Michnik and Henryk
Szlajfer, both Jewish-from the university.49 On March 6, at an open
Party meeting at the University of Warsaw, an announcement was
made that the Minister of Learning and Higher Education had
expelled Michnik and Szlajfer ° This decision violated school
policy-the University of Warsaw had not followed standard
procedures, nor had the University disciplinary committee made a
decision."
On March 8, about five hundred students began another round
of protests. The militia force intervened in this protest, beating and
detaining several students. 3 The Warsaw Party Committee had
ordered this attack on the students.54 The student protests continued
throughout March 1968, culminating with the mass expulsion of 1,616
people from Warsaw University and 1,553 people from Wroclaw
University of Technology.5
The government quickly blamed the demonstrations on the Jews
and the media helped fuel this anti-Semitic campaign. 6 On March 11,
the newspaper Trybuna Ludu-the main newspaper of the
Communist Party-in an editorial, warned readers that the people
who organized the demonstrations were "'coming from the circles of
political bankrupts of various shades.' 57 On March 12, the following
report appeared in Trybuna Ludu: "'Students back to studies, writers
back to writing,' and 'Clear the Party of the Zionists."'58 This
headline portrayed a highly discriminatory act of clearing the party of
Zionists, meaning Jews, to be as commonplace as students going back
to their studies. This type of racist propaganda became a recurring

48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.

Id. at 78.
Id.
Id. at 79.
Id.
Id. at 80.
Oljasz & Spiewak, supra note 1.
Rozenbaum, supra note 8, at 84.
Oljasz & Spiewak, supra note 1.
Rozenbaum, supra note 8, at 91, 108.
Id.

58. Id. at 93-94.
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theme in this newspaper. 9 The government intensified its campaign.'
For example, Gomulka charged the Jews with disloyalty to the Polish
state and hostility to the socialist system.61
The government's campaign then turned toward proving that
Polish Jews were an internal enemy.62 The objective was to confirm
that the "Jewish minority have always been an unreliable and
'unhealthy' element in any nation and that they endangered Polish
interests in every field., 63 The government had placed the Jews on
trial for the demonstrations. 64 The newspapers described these trials:
"'The accused behaved with the insolence typical of people of Jewish
extraction.' 65 Meanwhile, television eagerly showed crude banners
reading, "'Yids [Jews] go to Dayan [a famous Israeli general]"' at
workers' mass rallies. 66 "Public institutions and companies received
lists of Jewish employees designated to be fired."67 The political

police expertly prepared these lists based on data going back several
generations. 6 The police would ask questions such as "'Why have
you been associating with these filthy Jews?"' to students who
participated in the demonstrations. 69 "An anecdote went around
Warsaw at the time, about how one gray-haired prewar anti-Semite
asked another gray-haired prewar anti-Semite, 'Don't you think, sir,
that these communists are overdoing things a little?"'7
The anti-Semitism was not limited to the police and government.
A Jewish worker in Lodz described how one morning, when he said
he was cold at work, he was told, "Go off to Sinai if you don't like it
in Poland."7 Another person reported hearing "[t]hey [Jews] should
go. There's not enough housing in Poland. 72 In the aftermath of
March of 1968, the Jewish purges began: the army fired Jewish
59. Id. at 94-99.
60. Id. at 102-104.
61. Id. at 103.
62. Id. at 108.
63. Id.
64. Slawomir Majman, The 30-Year Scandal, WARSAW VOICE, Mar. 8, 1998,
available at <www.warsawvoice.pl/v489/OpiOO.html> (visited Jan. 19, 2002).
65. Id.
66. Id.
67. Id.

68. Id.
69. Id.
70. Id.
71. Id.
72. Id.
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officers; Jewish doctors lost their jobs; universities expelled and
banned Jewish students; and the government fired Jewish state
officials. " Also, "Jews lost their business in cities across the county,
often at the instigation of colleagues who could take advantage of the
evictions. '""

2.3 Forced Expulsion of Jews
Following the above events, Polish Jews truly were left with no
choice but to flee.
Jews were "encouraged" to emigrate by anonymous letters, by
phone calls and menaces, sometimes by displaying in their
neighborhood small posters on walls and trees with announcements
running more or less on these lines: "Adam Weinberg, son of Isaac,
because of his imminent departure for Israel, will sell his furniture
and other household articles," followed by his address and phone
number.75
In this manner, many Jews discovered that they had to leave
Poland. During this time, "buyers of Jewish property could purchase
household goods at ridiculous prices, as the sellers were pressed for
time. Organized gangs of such buyers showed themselves eager to
exploit the plight of others."76
The fear that some day they would not be able to leave Poland
drove many Polish Jews to emigrate." Overzealous officials spread
these rumors.78 However, these officials were not alone.79 On June
11, 1969, all the Polish newspapers published the following
information, which the Polish Press Agency officially released:
In order to facilitate the departure of people who consider
themselves attached to Israel rather than to Poland, a special
simplified procedure has been introduced. The Polish Press
Agency has been advised that the temporary procedure for issuing
documents to people wishing to settle in Israel permanently will

73. Oljasz & Spiewak, supra note 1.
74. Id.
75. JOSEF BANAS, THE SCAPEGOATS-THE ExODUS OF THE REMNANTS OF

POLISH
76.
77.
78.
79.

JEWRY 172 (Tadeusz Szafar, trans., Lionel Kochan, ed., 1979).
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
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remain in force till September of this year.80
Later, this information turned out to be false.8 ' However, it
helped to persuade many to leave."2 In addition, the government
forced people to state that they were going to Israel, even if they had
no intention of moving there." To keep up the impression that it was
not anti-Semitic, the government demanded that Jews "confirm by
their own signature the validity of the propaganda thesis."A By
forcing Polish Jews to falsely state that they were emigrating to Israel,
the government could continue to claim that their policy was antiZionist, not anti-Semitic." This rule was followed to the point of
absurdity. 6 For example:
[A] Jewish employee.., was on a business trip to France and [had]
failed to come back; his wife, French-born and non-Jewish, applied
for a passport to join him in Paris together with their young
daughter. Although she had never given up her French nationality,
she was refused a passport. Only when she applied for permission
to emigrate to Israel was she granted an exit permit for herself and
her daughter.87
The procedure to leave took days and sometimes weeks.'
Before the Ministry of Internal Affairs would allow an applicant to
submit an application, the emigrant had to produce the following
documents and certificates:
1. A certificate that his employment relationship had been

dissolved. If he had not been dismissed before, he must now give
notice. As many applicants had to wait several months for their
permits-in at least 200 known cases even for a whole year-the
risk in giving notice was considerable, and many prospective
emigrants were deprived of their sources of income for indefinite
periods.
2. A certificate that the applicant was not, or was no longer a
member of the Party. Party members not previously expelled as

80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

Id. at
Id. at
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id. at
Id. at

172-73.
173.

173-74.
174.
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Zionist had to return their membership cards. But since a large
number of voluntary withdrawals was deemed incompatible with
the image of the PUWP [Polish United Workers' Party], the Party
organization or a control commission expelled them formally - and
this meant another prolonged delay.
3. A certificate issued by the internal revenue office that the
emigrant had no tax payments overdue.
4. Confirmation by the housing administration and the housing
authorities that the emigrant's flat would be taken over, as well as a
declaration of liability to hand over the flat in habitable condition,
so that the new tenant would have no need to re-decorate it. A
commission set up by the housing administration must make an
assessment and determine the amount of money a prospective
emigrant must pay for decorations and repairs.
5. A certificate from appropriate military command that the
prospective male emigrant had performed his military service or
that he was exempt on health grounds.
6. In some cases, a university certificate confirming that studies had
been discontinued and all fees settled (e.g. library, laboratory,
sports club, student union fees, etc.). Graduates and students had
to reimburse the state for all the expenses incurred in connection
with their university education. The amount differed according to
the faculties attended, but in any case it ran into five figures (in
zlotys). In the case of engineers or physicians, for example, it was
fixed at several times average monthly earnings; in extreme cases
this amounted to two and a half years' salary. 9
Through the above process "each [6migr6] was obliged to give up
Only when the
all financial claims and all of their possessions."'
6migr6 had overcome these hurdles and paid the various stamp duties
(which in total came to a considerable amount) could he apply for a
passport from the Ministry of Internal Affairs. 9' Next, he had to fill
out a very detailed questionnaire, a process that posed a new set of
difficulties.92 The Polish state would not allow emigrants to enter
"Polish" under "Nationality" as they had always done. Instead,
officials informed them "with cool politeness that Poles were not

89.
90.
91.
92.

Id. at 174-75.
Oljasz & Spiewak, supra note 1.
BANAS, supra note 75, at 175.
Id.
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supposed to immigrate to Israel." 93

"These humiliations reached their climax in proceedings virtually
unequalled in their cynicism and demoralizing effects."94 The
government now forced the emigrant to apply to the Council of State
for permission to renounce their Polish citizenship, a forced
declaration that was invalid under international law.95
The
renunciation of citizenship served a double purpose for the
government: the State would no longer have "responsibility for the
safety, life, and property of the emigrants"; and it divested emigrants
of the right to return and of their old-age pensions. 96 Since many
emigrants were middle-aged, the Polish state finances benefited
greatly from this requirement.97
The humiliation of forced
renunciation was compounded by the requirement that emigrants
give a reason for applying for the petition. If they put discrimination
as their reason for emigration, the Polish state instructed them to try
again. 99 The only effective declaration was to state that "the applicant
considered himself attached to Israel rather than to Poland."'0
While waiting for the official permit, emigrants made their
arrangements for departure.' In principle, the Polish state allowed
them "to take all their household goods," but in practice no new or
antique items were allowed to leave the country.' 2 In essence, this
system excluded virtually all items of significant value that Polish
Jews had accumulated.' 3 Moreover, packing and transportation costs
were expensive-many emigrants did not see the value in paying for
these expenses when their future accommodations were unknown."
Therefore, many emigrants disposed of their property at ludicrous
prices, if they were able to sell them at all.'
Finally, when the Ministry of Internal Affairs granted the

93.
94.
95.
96.
97.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

98. Id.
99. Id.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.

Id.
Id. at 176.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
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application, it did not give the emigrant a passport."6 Rather, the
emigrant received
a four-page travel document in blue covers, with an entry on its first
page: 'The holder of this certificate is not a Polish national,'
followed on the last page by the statement: 'The travel document
entitled the holder to leave the Polish People's Republic and to go
to Israel,' the date of issue, and the date by which the Polish
frontier had to be crossed.0 7
The emigrant usually had a very short time, between two and four
0 ' Through
weeks, to leave the country."
this expulsion, more than
13,000 people fled Poland to start a new life.'9
2.4 Current Anti-Semitism
Anti-Semitism continues to plague Poland. As one writer
described, "[y]ou can still show hatred for Jews in Poland and be
considered a decent person."'' For example, in February of 1999,
anti-Semitic graffiti was found-"Jude [sic] Raus!" (Jews get out!).'
Participants in the 2000 March of the Living were greeted with the
slogan "Fucking Jewish dogs go to hell," which was painted on a wall
surrounding an industrial enterprise on the road leading from
Auschwitz I to Auschwitz II (Birkenau)."2 Moreover, vandals have
repeatedly attacked the Jewish cemetery in Krakow in recent years."3
In January 1999, they destroyed some fifty-seven gravestones."4 The
vandals had also desecrated this cemetery in October 1998.'" Despite
subsequent promises by the police to provide special protection,
vandals attacked the cemetery again in May 1999, overturning thirty
gravestones and setting fire to the main door of the pre-burial

106. Id.
107. Id.
108. Id.
109. Oljasz & Spiewak, supra note 1.
110. Majman, supra note 64.
111. Anti-Semitism Worldwide 1999/2000, Poland, at <www.tau.ac.il/AntiSemitism/asw99-2000/poland.htm> (visited Jan. 20, 2002).
112. Id.
113. BUREAU FOR DEMOCRACY, HUMAN RIGHTS, AND LABOR, U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF STATE ANNUAL REPORT ON THE INTERNATIONAL RELIGIOUS FREEDOM FOR

1999:

POLAND, available at <www.state.gov/www/global/human-rights/irf/irfrpt/1999/
irfpoland99.html> (visited Oct. 20, 2003).
114. Id.
115. Id.
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Then in June, vandals attacked the cemetery again by

17
painting crosses on tombstones and on the pre-burial house!

3. Domestic Legal Accountability
The Polish government continues to skirt the issue of restitution.
In March 1998, Poland claimed to take a step towards remedying past
wrongs."' The President's office declared that "it would take steps to
restore citizenship to Jews forced to emigrate during an anti-Semitic
campaign begun in March 1968...... Danuta Huebner, the office
director of the President's office, commented: "'I declare that all
those who left Poland due to the March events can be assured that,
once their applications arrive, the President's office will take all steps
to grant them Polish citizenship." '2 0 Aleksander Kwasniewski, the
President of the Republic of Poland, in an interview expressed how
he "regarded the year of 1968 as one of the most disgraceful moments
...[because] the worst weapon was used-anti-Semitism.' 2'
A critical point is that the decision to restore citizenship was
announced only two days after a writer expressed:
The years pass. Those who were forced to leave Poland in 1968 are
dying out. Their bones are lying in peace in the cemeteries of
Copenhagen, Sydney, Stockholm and New York. The years pass.
For nine years a democratic Poland has replaced communism. But
despite the flow of time, one seemingly obvious matter has not
been settled. Polish citizenship has not been returned to the people
exiled from the country 30 years ago."'

Moreover, the Polish government's expressions of sympathy and
regret amount only to words. The Polish government has not taken
any action to truly compensate Polish Jews. Polish citizenship will not
compensate the 6migr6s, whom the Polish government expelled.
Most have no interest in returning to Poland for a visit, much less
116. Id.
117. Id.
118. Jews Poland Ousted In '68 Invited Back, REUTERS,Mar. 10, 1998, available at
<http://codoh.com/newsdesk/9803102.html> (visited Oct. 20, 2003) [hereinafter Jews
Poland Ousted].

119. Id.
120. Id.
121. Interview by Tygodnik Powszechny with Aleksander Kwasniewski, President
of the Republic of Poland. (Apr. 11, 2001), available at <www.president.pl/ser/
enindex> (visited Jan. 20, 2002).
122. Majman, supra note 64.
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becoming citizens of Poland, as a result of the treatment Poland
forced them to endure.123
The Polish government has acknowledged that restitution for
property loss is the true issue.14 President Kwasniewski admitted that
"the biggest problem is private property."' 15 However, as of 1999,
126
Polish laws only dealt with issues of religious communal property.
They do not address the private property of any group or account for
communal properties to which third parties now have title. 27 Some
new legislation even restricts the right of persons living outside
Poland to claim property. This detail is significant because almost
all Polish Jews are living outside Poland-since, as result of the
March events, the remaining Jews of Poland fled.

9

In a visit to Israel in June 2000, President Kwasniewski declared
that "Jews who were citizens of Poland prior to 1939 would be
included in any eventual privatization arrangements," but he did not
elaborate 3 ° However, in an interview in 2001, he admitted that the
re-privatization act that the Parliament accepted would not provide
any real compensation3

President Kwasniewski suggested that

Polish Jews might seek restitution through the courts, though he was
quick to point out that Poland may not have enough money to
actually provide compensation. 32
In this respect, the Polish government has displayed that it has no
real intention to compensate Polish Jews for past acts. Therefore,
Polish Jews will need to look to international tribunals to seek a
remedy.
4. Legal Accountability through International Tribunals
This section explores the legal remedies Polish Jews may seek
through international tribunals-either through the ECHR or
through the ICJ.

123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.

Telephone Interview with Helena Starecki, Polish Jew (Sept. 1, 2003).
Interview by Powszechny, supra note 121.
Id.
BUREAU FOR DEMOCRACY, HUMAN RIGHTS, AND LABOR, supra note 113.
Id.
Anti-Semitism Worldwide 1999/2000, supra note 111.
Oljasz & Spiewak, supra note 1.
Anti-Semitism Worldwide 1999/2000, supra note 111.
Interview by Powszechny, supra note 121.
Id.
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4.1. European Court of Human Rights
4.1.1. European Convention on Human Rights
The Council of Europe developed the European Convention for
the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.'33 The
Convention entrusted the European Commission of Human Rights,
European Court of Human Rights and the Committee of Ministers of
the Council of Europe to enforce the established rights.'34 Poland
ratified the Convention on January 19, 1993.' Poland then ratified
Protocols Number I and 4 on October 10, 1994 and Protocol Number
6 on October 30, 200036
4.1.1.A. Standing
Polish Jews will have to prove that they have standing to file a
claim in the ECHR. According to Article 34, to enforce a right the
following procedure must be followed: "The Court may receive
applications from any person, non-governmental organization or
group of individuals claiming to be a victim by one of the High
Contracting Parties to the rights set forth in the Convention or the
protocols thereto.' '3 7 In this case, Polish Jews, as a group of
individuals, would be making a claim against Poland, which is a
Contracting Party to the Convention.
However, the issue of whether Polish Jews have standing is
complicated. The above procedure seems to allow applications by
any individuals who claim that a Contracting Party has violated an
article or protocol.'38 Accordingly, the Court would hear the claims
against Poland as a Contracting Party. However, one issue not
addressed is whether the individuals need to be citizens of a
Contracting State. While some Polish Jews fled to other Contracting

133. Registrar of Eur. Ct. H.R., Survey of Activities 3 (2000) [hereinafter Survey
of Activities], available at <www.echr.coe.int> (visited Aug. 28, 2003).
134. Id.
135. Dates of Ratification (Mar. 19, 2001), available at <www.echr.coe.int>
(visited Jan. 20, 2002).
136. Id.
137. Registry of the Eur. Ct. H.R., Convention for the Protection of Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms as amended by Protocol 11, with Protocol Nos. 1, 4, 6, 7, 12
and 13, art. 34 (Feb. 2003), available at <www.echr.coe.int> (visited Aug. 28, 2003)
[hereinafter Protection of Rights and Fundamental Freedoms].
138. Id.
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States of the Convention such as France,'39 others fled to nonEuropean countries like the United States or Israel. The articles do
not discuss this point.
Nonetheless, the Court would most likely find that Polish Jews
have standing for the following two reasons. First, from a policy
perspective, the Court determining that Polish Jews do not have
standing because they are no longer citizens of a Contracting state
would be inequitable. Polish Jews are no longer citizens of a
Contracting State precisely because they are victims of abuses by a
Contracting State. Second, the article does not state that an
individual applicant needs to be a citizen of a Contracting state.
Rather, the applicant only needs to be a "victim.'' 4.
4.1.1.B. Jurisdiction

Next, the ECHR needs to have jurisdiction. Article 35 outlines
that "[t]he Court may only deal with the matter after all domestic
remedies have been exhausted, according to the generally recognized
rules of international law, and within a period of six months from the
date on which the final decision was taken."'4 2 Polish Jews would
need to argue that the Court has jurisdiction in the following two
manners. First, Polish Jews could argue that currently no domestic
laws for property restitution exist-some legislation even restricts the
4
rights of persons living outside of Poland to claim property. 1
Accordingly, Polish Jews have in effect exhausted all remedies, since
no domestic laws exist. Thus, the ECHR would have jurisdiction to
hear the property claim.
Second, with respect to the degrading treatment, violation of
religious freedom and discrimination issues, Polish Jews would need
to argue that they have exhausted domestic remedies since Poland
has not taken any steps to compensate them. Poland has not offered
any type of restitution for the anti-Semitism Jews faced. Poland has
only agreed to "restore their citizenship."' 14 This argument is weaker

than the property restitution one, where Polish Jews could actually
demonstrate that no workable laws exist. Nonetheless, the ECHR

139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.

Survey of Activities, supra note 133.
Protection of Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, supra note 137, at art. 34.
Id.
Id. at art. 35.
Anti-Semitism Worldwide 1999/2000, supra note 111.
Jews Poland Ousted, supra note 118.
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may be willing to hear these additional claims, since the ECHR would
already have jurisdiction with respect to the property claim.
While the above jurisdictional arguments are plausible, Polish
Jews will probably need to demonstrate that they have exhausted all
domestic mechanisms, including seeking restitution through the
courts. Accordingly, Polish Jews will need to wage claims through the
judicial system in Poland. Considering the lack of applicable laws and
Poland's resistance to providing reparations, these claims will most
likely be unsuccessful. If, and presumably when, the Polish courts
dismiss these claims, Polish Jews will be able to petition the ECHR.
Although this research and procedure is beyond this note's scope, this
note is based on the assumption that the ECHR will eventually have
jurisdiction to hear all the claims of Polish Jews.
4.1.2. Relevant Provisions
The emigrants can seek a remedy for the violation of the
following articles and protocols in the ECHR. First, Article 3
provides that "[n]o one shall be subject to torture or to inhuman or
'
Second, Article 9 provides
degrading treatment or punishment." 45
for freedom of religion, stating:
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience, and
religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief,
and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in
public or private, to manifest his religion or belief, in worship,
teaching, practice and observance.
2. Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs shall be subject
only to such limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary
in a democratic society in the interests of public safety, for the
protection of public order, health .or morals, or the protection of
the rights and freedoms of others. 146
Third, Article 14 prohibits discrimination:
[T]he enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this
Convention shall be secured without discrimination on any ground
such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other
with a national
opinion, national or social origin, association
147
minority, property, birth or other status.

145. Protection of Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, supra note 137, at art. 3.

146. Id. at art. 9.
147. Id. at art. 14.
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Lastly, Protocol Number 1, Article 1 provides for the protection
of property:
Every natural or legal person is entitled to the peaceful enjoyment
of his possessions. No one shall be deprived of his possession
except in the public interest and subject to the conditions provided
for by law and by the general principles of international law.
The preceding provisions shall not, however, in any way impair the
right of a State to enforce such laws as it deems necessary to control
the use of property in accordance with the general interest or to
secure the payment of taxes or other contributions or penalties. 148
Section 4.1.3 provides an analysis of past cases where individuals
have brought claims against governments for violations of the above
articles. The section then assesses and compares the claims Polish
Jews may have in relation to past claims brought.
4.1.3. Case Application
The first issue is whether Poland violated Article 3-the right to
be free from degrading treatment. In Abdulaziz, Cabales and
Balkandali v. United Kingdom, three women claimed that the United
Kingdom had subjected them to demeaning treatment. 49 The United
Kingdom's immigration laws had divested them of the right to join
their husbands.'
The Court determined that no violation existed
because the "difference of treatment complained of did not denote
any contempt or lack of respect for the personality of the applicants
and that it was not designed to, and did not, humiliate or debase
[them]." ' '5'
In contrast, Poland's treatment of Polish Jews demonstrated a
complete lack of respect. For example, the police brutally beat
demonstrators.'52 The police would ask questions such as "why have
you been associating with these filthy Jews?" 153 In addition, the
government did not protect Polish Jews from racist propaganda in the
media' 5 4-the government was most likely the source of such racism.
148. Id. at Protocol No. 1, art. 1.
149. Abdulaziz, Cabales, and Balkandali v. U.K., 94 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) 10-11
(1985), available at <www.echr.coe.int/> (visited Sep. 27, 2003).

150. Id.
151. Id. at 42.
152. Rozenbaum, supra note 8, at 84.
153. Majman, supra note 64.

154. Id.
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Furthermore, the government would not even allow Polish Jewish
citizens to rightfully claim Polish nationality.'55 Rather, it forced them
to apply to revoke their citizenship. 56 These acts had the intent of
humiliating Polish Jews. The government clearly desired to cleanse
the country of those they considered undesirable. Thus, the Polish
government violated Article 3-it subjected Polish Jews to debasing
treatment.
The next question is whether Poland violated Article 9-the
right to freedom of religion.
In Kokkinakis v. Greece, Mr.
Kokkinakis, a Jehovah's Witness, brought an action against Greece.'57
Greek officials had arrested him more than sixty times for proselytism
and had interned or imprisoned him on religious grounds ten times."'
According to the Court, Article 9's religious dimension is
one of the most vital elements that go to make up the identity of
believers and their conception of life, but it is also a precious asset
for atheist, agnostics, skeptics and the unconcerned. The pluralism
indissociable [sic] from a democratic society, which has been dearly
won over the centuries, depends on it.159
The Court declared that freedom of religion was not only about
individual consciousness, but also about the freedom to practicebecause bearing witness in words and deeds is "bound up with the
existence of religious convictions."'60 The Court held that this
included the right to "convince one's neighbor," and that Greece had
therefore deprived Mr. Kokkinakis of the right to freedom of
religion. 6 '
Polish Jews have a significantly stronger claim than that of Mr.
Kokkinakis. The Polish government did not arrest emigrants or force
them to flee because they were expressing their religion or
expounding religious beliefs. Rather, the Polish government fired
them from their jobs and forced them to leave Poland because of
their Jewish identity."' Moreover, the Polish government turned all

155. BANAS, supra note 75, at 175.

156. Id.
157. Kokkinakis v. Greece, 260 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) 3, 8 (1993), available at
<www.echr.coe.int/> (visited Sep. 27, 2003)
158. Id.
159. Id. at 17.
160. Id.
161. Id. at 22.
162. Oljasz & Spiewak, supra note 1.
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Polish Jews into Zionists.163 Poland forced all emigrants to declare
that they were immigrating to Israel, even though Poland knew that
many had no such plans." This fact bolsters how the discrimination
was religiously based, not based on political preferences. Therefore,
Poland denied them their right to freedom of religion, thereby
violating Article 9.
In Serif v. Greece, the Court recognized that sometimes in a
democratic society it is necessary to place restrictions on religious
freedom.165 However, the Court expounded that "any such restriction
must correspond to a 'pressing social need' and must be
'proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued."'166 The Polish
government may argue that the "pressing social need" was the social
unrest of the March events. However, this argument is unfounded.
First, even if the government were to prove that a social need existed,
such as controlling student demonstrators, the government's response
was grossly disproportionate. Furthermore, Poland, through its
recent desire to restore the citizenship of Polish Jews 67 and its
admission of how disgraceful the events of 1968 were," has admitted
that no pressing social need existed. Rather, the Polish government
was plainly anti-Semitic. 69 Thus, the Court would find that Poland
violated Article 9 of the Convention.
Next, the question becomes whether Poland deprived the
emigrants of their property through the rules established during the
emigration process. In Carbonara and Ventura v. Italy, the Court
articulated how Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 contained three distinct
rules:
[T]he first rule, set out in the first sentence of the first paragraph, is
of a general nature and enunciates the principle of the peaceful
enjoyment of property; the second rule, contained in the second
sentence of the first paragraph, covers deprivation of possessions
and subjects it to certain conditions; the third rule, stated in the
second paragraph, recognizes that the Contracting States are
entitled, amongst other things, to control the use of property in
163. BANAS, supra note 75, at 173-175.
164. Id. at 173.
165. Serif v. Greece, 1999-IX Eur. Ct. H. R., 73,
<www.echr.coe.int/> (visited Sep. 27, 2003).
166. Id.
167. Jews Poland Ousted, supra note 118.
168. Interview by Powszechny, supra note 121.
169. Rozenbaum, supra note 8, at 108.

87, available

at
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accordance with the general interest ...The three rules are not,

however, 'distinct' in the sense of being unconnected. The second
and third rules are concerned with particular instances of
interference with the right to peaceful enjoyment of property and
should therefore be construed in the light of the general principle
enunciated in the first rule. 70
In addition, the Court emphasized how the Convention is intended to
protect rights that are practical and effective. 7' The Court has to
ascertain whether a particular situation equaled a de facto
expropriation.
Accordingly, assessing these three distinct rules becomes
necessary.
First, Poland deprived Polish Jews of a peaceful
enjoyment of their property. They were unable to take any new items
or antiques with them according to Polish law. 173 The emigrants were
basically compelled to abandon their property or sell it at ridiculously
low prices. Second, Poland's regulations for disposing of property
essentially deprived them of their possessions. 75 Finally, Poland
claimed that compelling the Jews to emigrate, thereby passing
regulations regarding property, was necessary to Poland's general
interest because Polish Jews were "Zionists" and "as such committed
to the State of Israel.' 76 However, the Polish government's true
intentions were anti-Semitic.'77 Hence, the government cannot assert
that it was protecting a legitimate interest.
Moreover, the Court explicitly expressed how a de facto
expropriation is illegal.'78 The Polish government may argue that it
did not deprive people of property, since the government permitted
them to sell it. Nonetheless, in reality, the government's rules forced
Polish Jews to desert or sell their possessions at ridiculous prices. In
this respect, a de facto expropriation occurred. Therefore, the Court
would most likely find that Poland deprived the Jews of their
170. Carbonara and Ventura v. Italy, 2000-VI Eur. Ct. H. R. 71, 105, available at
<www.echr.coe.int/> (visited Sep. 27, 2003).
171. Id. at 106.
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173. BANAS, supra note 75, at 176.
174. Id.
175. Id

176. Id. at 173.
177. Oljasz & Spiewak, supra note 1.

178. Carbonara and Ventura v. Italy, 2000-VI Eur. Ct. H. R. 71, 105, available at
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179. BANAS, supra note 75, at 176.
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property.
The final question is whether Poland violated Article 14-the
right to be free from discrimination.
For the purposes of Article 14 . . . a difference of treatment is
discriminatory if it "has no objective and reasonable justification",
that is, if it does not pursue a "legitimate aim" or if there is not a
"reasonable relationship of proportionality between the means
employed and the aim sought to be realized."' 8
The issue of discrimination is clear."' The Polish government treated
Jews differently from other Polish citizens. The Polish government
even admitted that Poland discriminated against Polish Jews."2 Thus,
an apparent violation exists.
However, a key legal provision needs to be addressed. A
country cannot violate only Article 14.183 Article 14 must complement
some other substantive provisions of the Convention and the
Protocols. 18
It has no independent existence since it has effect solely in relation
to "the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms" safeguarded by
those provisions. Although the application of Article 14 ... does
not necessarily presuppose a breach of those provisions - and to this
extent it is autonomous-there can be no room for its application
unless the facts at issue fall within the ambit of one or more of the
latter. 185
Consequently, Polish Jews will only succeed on a claim of an Article
14 violation if the Court finds that Poland violated some other
provision. Nonetheless, considering the above analysis, Polish Jews
will mostly likely succeed on this claim as well.
4.2 International Court of Justice
The ICJ is the principal judicial organ of the United Nations. 6
The ICJ's core purpose is: "[t]o promote means and methods for the
180. Abdulaziz, Cabales, and Balkandali v. U.K., 94 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) 10, 35

(1985), available at <www.echr.coe.int/> (visited Sep. 27, 2003).
181. Oljasz &Spiewak, supra note 1.
182. Jews Poland Ousted, supra note 118.
183. Abdulaziz, Cabales, and Balkandali v. U.K., 94 Eur. Ct. H.R. at 35.

184. Id.
185. Id.
186. International Court of Justice 1946-1947, International Law, available at
<www.icj-cij.org/icjwww/igenralinformation/ibbook/Bbookframepage.htm> (visited
Aug. 28, 2003).
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peaceful settlement of disputes between States, including resort to
and full respect for the International Court of Justice."'' 7 In order for
the ICJ to hear a case, the state must have standing and the ICJ must
have jurisdiction to hear the state's claim. First, a key point is that
only states may be parties to suits brought before the ICJ'8--only
states have standing in the ICJ. As for private interests, these can
only form the subject of proceedings in the International Court of
Justice if a state, relying on international law, takes up the case of one
of its nationals and invokes against another state the wrongs which its
national claims to have suffered at the latter's hands, the dispute thus
8 9 Accordingly, Polish Jews would need
becoming one between states.!
to have a state bring this suit on their behalf.' For example, Polish
Jews who are now Swedish nationals could petition Sweden to take
up their claims against Poland. In this way, Sweden would have
standing to bring this case in the ICJ.
Second, to bring a suit before the ICJ a state has to recognize the
compulsory jurisdiction of the ICJ.'9' However, Poland has only
accepted compulsory jurisdiction in limited circumstances.'92 In its
agreement to compulsory jurisdiction, Poland declared that it would
not submit to the jurisdiction of the ICJ for legal "disputes prior to 25
September 1990 or disputes arisen out of facts or situations prior to
the same date."'93 Accordingly, since a state representing Polish Jews

would bring a claim that arose out of circumstances occurring in 1968,
the ICJ would not have jurisdiction. By including the above
reservation to the compulsory jurisdiction agreement, Poland has
ensured that Polish Jews will not be able to claim a remedy through
the ICJ.

187. International Court of Justice 1946-1947, History, available at <www.icjcij.org/icjwww/igeneralinformation/ibbook/Bbookframepage.htm> (visited Aug. 28,
2003).
188. International Court of Justice 1946-1947, The Parties, available at <www.icjcij.org/icjwww/igeneralinformation/ibbook/Bbookframepage.htm> (visited Aug. 28,
2003).
189. Id.
190. Id.
191. Declarations Recognizing as Compulsory the Jurisdiction of the Court,
Poland (Mar. 25,1996), available at <www.icj-cij.org/> (visited Feb. 24, 2002).
192. Id.
193. Id.
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5. The Impact-Restitution
In this respect, even though the ICJ and domestic arenas will not
provide a remedy, Polish Jews may be able to find restitution through
the ECHR. If the Court finds that a violation of the Convention or
Protocols has occurred, then through Article 41 the Court will have
the power to grant a remedy. Article 41 provides: "If the Court finds
that there has been a violation of the Convention or the Protocols
thereto, and if the internal law of the High Contracting Party
concerned allows only partial reparation to be made, the Court shall,
if necessary, afford just satisfaction to the injured party."'94 In each
individual case, the Court determines whether an applicant has
suffered pecuniary and non-pecuniary damages.'95 If so, the Court
will also award default interest.196 In addition, the Court usually
awards successful applicants the costs and expenses of proceedings.'97
For example, in Serif v. Greece, the Court found a violation of Article
9 and awarded the plaintiff both pecuniary and non-pecuniary
damages.'98 The applicant received 700,000 drachmas in pecuniary
damages and two million drachmas for mental suffering.'
The award of a remedy to Polish Jews would be significant in
several ways. First, it will provide some compensation for the Jews
that Poland expelled in 1968. Moreover, it will serve as a means of
restoring justice-an acknowledgement of and punishment for the
atrocities the Polish government committed. Until now, the Polish
government has been able to skirt its anti-Semitic actions. It has
expressed its sorrow,' yet it has never taken any action to remedy
past wrongs. Poland's current anti-Semitism further exacerbates
Poland's unwillingness to make reparations.'
The government has
crossed its arms and stated that because no legislation exists they are
unable to provide a remedy.02 Through these statements the
government has attempted to appear innocent. Even though Polish
Jews will again be unable to hold Poland domestically accountable,
194. Protection of Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, supra note 137, at art. 41.
195. Serif v. Greece, 1999-IX Eur. Ct. H. R., 73, 89-90, available at <www.
echr.coe.int> (visited Sept. 27, 2003).
196. Id. at 90.
197. Id.
198. Id. at 89-90.
199. Id.
200. Interview by Powszechny, supra note 121.
201. Majman, supra note 64.
202. Id.
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they are not left without a remedy. They will be able to hold the
Polish government accountable through external means such as the
ECHR.
In conclusion, Leon Rosenbaum explained how he did not know
what one could do with "such wounds."2 3 He described how the
March events "remained an open wound, ' ' 21 just as the wounds of
Holocaust survivors can never fully heal. In this light, the answer may
lie in reparations and official acknowledgement of the unjust
discrimination Polish Jews faced, signifying that they have real
wounds and that those wounds deserve recognition.
These
reparations will at least begin to heal the pain that has remained
open, unspoken, and unheard since March of 1968.
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